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(12) lZeus. . . swallowed the power]

of the phallus of the first-born king. Änd in him all

immortal blessed gods and goddesses were joined

and tivers and lovely springs and everything else

which had come to be; and he became the only one.

(13) Now he is king of all and will be everafter.
(14) Zets became the first, Zets last, god of the shining bolt.

Zeus head, Zeus middle, Zeus is formed from all things,
Zeus breath of aIL, Zews is de stiny of all,
Zeus king, Zeus lord of ali, god of the shining bolt.

(15) Ze,ts engendered through ejaculation
Persuasion and Harmony and heavenly Aphrodite,
and he contrived Earth ancl btoad Heaven above,

(16) and he contrived the great might of broad-flowing Ocean

and he placed thetein the sinews of silver-eddying Achelous,
from whom all seas [. . . ]

(i7) in the middle the (moon) of equal meâsure everywhere,
which is manifested to mâny mortals over the immense earth.

(18) Butwhen the mind of Zeushad conceived all the works,
he wanted to unite in love with his own mother.

1.8. SHORT COSMOGONY IN APOLLONIOS OF RHODES'
ARGONAUTIKA

I pollonios was a poet and libr¿rian in Âlexandria (Egypt) in the thitd cen-

.1 \t.,ty BCE (known as Rhodios, "of Rhodes," because he spent patt of his
life on that island). His poem the Argonautik¿ is the only epiç poem preserved

from Hellenistic times. The poem relates the story ofJason and the Argonauts,

focusing on their quest for the Golden Fleece and the love stot¡i betl¡¡s.t ¡rt.t
and Medea (see summary of the full story in Part 3, document 11). In book
one, Orpheus (the legendary poet ând enchantet, who accompanied the Argo-
nauts) sings the following cosmogony. His singing is intended to calm down his

comrades who were engaged in a heated ârgument. After Orpheus sings, they
are pacified and spellbound, and they turn to offering proper libations to Zeus

and go to sleep peacefuily. f'he dramatic context sheds light on the soothing
qualities imparted by the recitation or singing of epic poetry, and especially
the enchanting effect of cosmogonies, which turns the mind to dwell on mys-

terious events at the beginning of time. The cosmogon)' itself is rather eclectic
and seems to combine elements akin to Hesiodic, Empedoclean, Orphic, and
Egyptian traditions.

SOURCE: .A.pollonios of Rhocles,lrya nattika 1.493*515.

Translated by C. López-Ruiz.

( . . . ) And it would have turned into a quarrel,
had their comrades, and the son of Aison himself (Jason), not
restrained them
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(495) by calling on rhe contenders, and had Orpheus, holding the lyre in
his left hand, not begun singing. He sang how the earth, the sky,
and the sea,

at first joined to one another in a single bod¡ were separated
from each other on trvo sides, âs the resuit ofa terrible quarrel;
and howin heaven the stars have a fixed course forever,

(500) as do the moon and the pârhs of the sun;
and how the mountains sprang up, and how the resounding rivers
with their nymphs and all creeping creâtures came into being.
And he sang how at first Ophion and Ocean,s daughter
Eurynome held the power over snowy Olympos,

(505) and how, through strength of arms, the one yielded his prerogative
to I(ronos,
and the other to Rhea, and then they both sank under the Ocean's waves;
and these two in the meantime ruled over the biessed Titan gods,
while Zeus, stiil a lad, still with childish thoughts in his mind,
dwelled under the Diktean cave; and the earthborn

(510) CycÌopes had not yet strengthened him with the thundetbolt,
with thunder and Ìightning, for these bring glory to Zeus.
So he said, and he stopped his iyre rogerher wirh his immortal voice;
but the¡ even though he hacl ceased, still eagedy bent their heads
forward, all at once with upright ears, keeping quiet

(515) under a spell; such an enchanrmenr of a song he had left them.

PHOENICIAN
1.9. PHOENICIAN COSMOGONIES

-fhe Phoenicians were a Semiric people of canaanite origin from the area that
I roughly approximates the modern countries of Lebanon and northern Israel.

Although they had a long and deeply influential presence in the Medite na"îe n,
with colonies throughout northern Afutca, Sicil¡ sardinia, Spain, and porrugal
(the most famous being Gadir and carthage), we have very few phoenicìan lit-
erâry sources. They played a crucial role in transmitting to Greek culture both
technologies (e.g., the alphabet) and mythological rhemes from the broader Near
Eastern milieu. rn contrâst to the increâsing archaeological information we have
about them, their own literature has completely disappeared except for traces
glimpsed through the lens of classical authors. Their history is also reconstructed
from classical, Near Eastern, and bìblical ailusions, while the abundant phoeni-
cian epigraphical evidence offers little historical and mythological informarion.

1.9.a. Philon of Byblos: Excerpts from the phoenician Historj
This document contains a fragment of one of the few works by a phoenician
to have come down to us. Philon of Byblos was a scholar and antiquarian who
lived during the eady Roman Empire (ca. 64-141 cE). He wrote in Greek, as
was usual in the eastern part of the Roman Empire. However, he claimed to be
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transmitting a Phoenician theogony originally written by one Sanchouniathon

over â thousand years before his time. His approach u/as to transform these

myths into a historical account in which the gods were but ancient kings and

inventors who were later divinized. This is called a Euhemeristic approach
(after Euhemeros, a scholar âctive at the Macedonian coutt at the late fourth
to early third centuries BCE, that is, the early Hellenistic Period). Unfortu-
natel¡ of his many wotks, the only substantial excerpts to survive are quota-
tions from the beginning of his Phoenician fIistory, quoted by the Christian
bishop Eusebios of Caesarea (ca. 300 CE) in his Praeþaratio Euangelica. He, in
turn, wâs quoting the third-century CE Neoplatonic scholar Porphyry of Tyre,
who dealt with Philon's writings in his works about philosophy and the history
of religions.

The narr¿tive of Philon was for long considered a mere reelabotation on
Greek motifs with little genuine claims of antiquity or Phoenician authenticity.
However, thanks to the discovery of Ugaritic texts from Late Bronze Age Syria,

scholars now believe that Philon is basing at leâst part of his information on
Phoenician archives and possibly ezrlier Canaanite traditions preserved in his
own time. Names such as Sanchouniathon, Dagon, Demarous, Ädodos, and
Baitylos are of Semitic origin. For instânce, some appear in the Ugaritic epics,

such as Demarous (Ugaritic Dimaranu or the like); I(ronos, equated with Elos
by Philon, is clearly the heir of the Canaanite god El (ot llu in Ugaritic), head

of the Canaanite pantheon; and the role of Pontos (the Sea) as cosmic enemy

in the narrative is parallel with that of Yamm (Sea) in the Ugaritic Baal Cltcle .

Finall¡ the arrangement of the pântheon ât the end of the cited pâssage implies
that despite the cosmic fights, Elos/I(ronos maintains his place as patriarchal
leader of the gods, much as Ei/Ilu does in the Ugaritic epics (see Baal Cltcle and
Aqhat Epicin Part 3, documents 5.a and 5.b).

Yet with the castration of Ouranos (Sky) by I(ronos and other allusions,
Philon aligns his mythology with the Hesiodic tradition (which he sees as de-

pendent on the Canaanite and not the reverse). Conscious of his "bicultural"
stand, he drâws constânt equivalences (we call this interpretatio) between
Greek and Semitic gods. In turn, other aspects of his îa,rtatle reveal influences
from Presocratic natural philosophy and later schools of thought, intertwined
in a crowded account that combines elements assimilated over the centuries in
the Eastern Mediterranean "melting pot." The motif of the "first inventors"
(1lrotoi heuretai) also occupies a good part of his âccount.

Finall¡ Phoenician cosmogonies seem to have shared basic concepts with
Orphic ones, most remarkably the idea of a cosmic egg but also the mention of
Time (here as Aion, "eternal time") and Protogonos, "First Born." The latter
wâs the nâme some Orphic cosmogonies gâve to Phanes ("The Shining One"),
a divinity said to be born from the cosmic egg, which in turn was made by Time
(Chronos-not to be confused with I(ronos).

SOURCE: Â. I(aldellis and C. López-Ruiz, BNJ-FGrH790,Philon of Byblos, P/oenician History
(P. E. 1,.10.1-31), modified.
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(Cos ztt ogo n i c secti on)

(1) He (Philon) posits as rhe source of all things a dark and windy air or a gust
of dark air and a foul and nerher châos.65 These things were limitless and, for a long
eon, had no boundary. He says, "But when the wind conceived an eroric desire
for its own sources and a mixing together took place, that intertwining was called
Desire (Potho$. And this was the source fot the creation of all things. It itself was
flotawane of its own creation. ,{.nd from his entwiningwith the wind Mot came into
being. (2) Some say that this is mud, orhers rhe purrefacrion of the liquid mixture.
And from this mixtute came ali the sowing of creation and the birth of all things.
There were animals with no sensarion, from which came ¿nimals with intelligence.
And they were called Zophasemin, which means 'observers of the heavens.' And
they had the shape of an egg.66 And Mot shone forth and the sun and the moon
and the stars and the luminous bodies and the great stars." (3) Such was their cos-
mogony, outright introducing atheism.

Let us read what follows, what he says about the creation of animals. He says,
(a) 'And when the air was filled with light through the heating of both the sea and
the earth, there came about winds and clouds and the greatest downpourings of
the heavenly waters and floods. And then they patted and were removed from their
proper place by the burning heat of the sun, and whe n all of them had mingled again
in the air and collided rhere was thunder and lightning. And the crash of thunder
awoke the intelligent animals that were mentioned before, and they were alarmed
because of the noise and so then the male and the female began to move across the
land and in the sea. (5) such was their accounr of the generation of animals." To this
the same author [i.e., Philon] adds that "these were found written in the cosmogony
of Taautos.T and his commentaries, which were based on conjectures and evidence,
which his intellect perceived and illuminated for us."

(Hi:n11 of calture-frct inuentors)

(6) After this he srâres rhe names of the winds, the South wind, the North, and
the rest, and adds: "But they were the first to dedicate what sprouted from the earth,
and regarded them as gods, and worshipped them, things from which both they
and their descendants and all their ancestors were sustained. And they made liba-
tions and offered incense. [They believed that pity and compassion and lamentarion
were âppropriate for vegetâtion that separated itselffrom the earth and for the first
generation of animals from the earth âs well as their birth from each other, and
their death, when they departed from life.]" (7) And he adds: ..Such, rhen, were
their notions regarding worship, corresponding to their weakness and the lack of
spiritual daring of that time."

6s The "datk and windy ait or gust" teminds one of the l:lblical tolsa-tya-boha, "fotmless void and
darkness," while chaos is found first in Hesiod's Theogonl. Air and ether also appear in orphic
cosmogonies and in Phoenician ones (see document 1.9,b).
66 schol¿ts see here a refetence to the "world egg" ot cosmic egg of orphic cosmogonies (an egg
also appears in the Egyptian cosmogony of Hermopolis). Zophasemim is $üest slmitic'1apñI
sham a ìn, "observers of heaven."
67 Ot Egyptian Thoth (Talattte ot Djhta!), associated with the art of writing and identified with
Hetmes in the Greek wotld (see note 71).
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Ancl then he says that from the I(olpias wind and his wife Baau-which he inter-
prets as being the night-were born Aion and Protogonos (First-Born), who were
mortal men called by these nâmes. Aion discovered the food that grows on trees.
Those born to these two he calls Genos and Generation, and they settled Phoeni-
cia. But when there were droughts, they stretched their arms toward the heaven, to
the sun. "For the Iatter," he says, "they hetd to be the only god, the lord of heaven,
calling him Beelsamen, which in Phoenician means lord of heaven, orZets among
the Greeks." (8) -After these things he accuses the Greeks of eror, saying, "It is
not in vain that we have expounded on these things in different ways, because they
relate to the later reception of the names that occur in these mâtters, which the
Greeks, in their ignorance, have taken in a different wa¡ misled by the ambigu-
ity of translation." (9) Next he sâys rhat "from Genos, the offspring of Aion and
Ptotogonos, mortal children were born in turn, whose names are Light, Fire, and
Flame. The¡" he says, "discovered fire by rubbing sticks together and taught its
use to others. They gave birth to sons who were greât in size and stature, whose
names were given to the mountains over which they ruled; thus were named Mts.
Kassios, Libanos, the Anti-Libanos, and Brathy. From them," he says, "were born
Samemtoumos, who is also called High-in-Heaven, [and Ousoos]. But," he says,

"they called themselves after theh mothers, given that women ât that time coupled
freely with whomever they chanced upon." (10) Then he says that "High-in-Heaven
occupied Tyre, inventing huts from reeds, rushes, and papyrus. He rebelled against
his brother Ousoos, who was the first to think of clothing his body using leather
from animals that he managed to capture. \X/hen there was a downpour of rain and
gusts of wind, the trees in Tyre rubbed against each other and caught fire, and their
wood burned. Ousoos took a tree, trimmed it, and was the first to dare to sail on
the sea. He dedicated two stelai to Fire and \X/ind, and worshipped them and made
libations of blood to them from beasts he hunted. (11) And when these rwo died,"
he says, "their descendants dedicated staves to them, and worshipped these staves,
and held annual festivals in their honor."68

'(But mâny years later there were born to the family of High-in-Heaven Hunter
and Fisherman, the inventors of fishing and hunting, after whom hunters and fisher-
men âre named. From them wete born two brothers, the discoverers of iron and its
working. One of them, Chousor, devised formulae and spells and prophesies. This
was Hephaistos, who also invented the hook, bait, Iine and taft, and was the first of
men to set sâil. Hence they honored him even as a god after his death. (12) He was
also called Zeus Meilichios. Some say that his brothers invented walls made of
bricks. After these things, two young men were born to this famil¡ of whom one
was called Craftsman, the other Earthly Native. They invented the method of
mixing straw and clay to make bricks, and hardening them in the sun. But they
also invented roofs. From them sprung others, of whom one was called Field, the
other Field Hero or just Huntet, of whom there is in Phoenici a. aî atcarte and highly
reveted stâtue as well as a temple drawn by a pair of oxen. Among the Byblians he
is named the greatest of the gods. (13) These two conceived the notion of adding

68 Fot a diffetent and longet foundation story ofTyre, see the passage from Nonnos' Dionisiaka
in Part 4, document 13.
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corlrtyards to houses ¿s well as enclosures and dens. From them came hunters
and those who hunt with dogs. They ate also called Drifters and ritans. From
them were born Amynos and Magos, who introduced villages and flocks. From them
were born Misor and sydyk, namely Supple and Just. They discovered the use of
salt. (14) Ftom Misor was born Taautos, who invented the first script for writing,
whom the Egyptians call rhoyth, the Alexandrians Thoth, and the Greeks Hermes.
From Sydyk were born the Dioskouroi, who are also the I(abeiroi, I(orybantes, and
samothracians. The¡" he says, "were the first to invent a boat. From them others
were born, who discovered herbs and how to heal dangerous bites and spells.,'

(Hitory oJKronu)

"Around this time there lived a certain Elioun, also cailed Most High,6e and
â woman named Berouth, who settled in the area of Byblos. (15) From rhem was
born Terrestrial Native, whom they later called ouranos (Sky) and after him, on
account of his surpassing beaut¡ the element up above us \¡/as named ,heaven.'

A. sister was born to him from the pârents mentioned above, who was named Ge
(Earth). And on account of her beaut¡" he says, "the earth, which has the same
nâme, wâs named after her. Their father, Most High, died in an encounter with
wild beasts and was deified; his children offered libations and sacrifices to him.
(16) ouranos succeeded to his father's ruie and married his sister Earth, and begat
from her four children: Elos, who is also l(ronos, Baityros, Dagon, who is also
Grain,7. and Âtlas. And with other wives ouranos produced .rr-,-.ro,r, offspring.
Hence Eatth (Ge) was grieved and rebuked ouranos in jealousy. As a result, thJy
sepatated from each other. But even after ouranos had left her he would violently
approach and rape her at will, and then leave her again. He also tried to destroy his
children by her, but Earth defended hetself many times, making an alliance for her
ptotection. And when I(ronos became 

^ 
man) he relied on Hermes TrismegistosTl

as a councilor and aid-for he was his secretâry-ând punished his father ouranos
in defense of his mother."

(18) "The children of Kronos were persephone and Athena.,2 The first died as
a virgin. As for Athena, with her advice and that of Hermes, I(ronos made a sickle
and a spear. Then Hermeb used words of magic on l(ronos' allies and instilled in
them the desire to fight against ouranos on behalf of Earth. And so I(ronos waged
war against ouranos and drove him from power, succeeding him in the kingship.
ouranos' lovely concubine, who was pregnant,T3 was captuted in the battte, aÁd

o Compare with Phoenician and Hebrew Eþon,*Most High', (e.g., Gen. 14.1g). The Greek
ltlpsistoswas used as a cultic divìne title in the Hellenistic periJd.
70 The identification of El and l(ronos appears in many ancient sources; Baitylos hete is a god,
not the sacted s_tone or baetyl, mentioned later in this selection; Dagon is a Semitic god of fertïity
and grain (cf . Hebrew dagan, " gtain").
71 Hetmes Trismegistos ("thtee-times-greâtest") became the authotity for the later Hermetic
esoteric movement. Here Hermes is again identi6ed with Taautos (Tho;h),
7'?The goddesses, especially .Àthena, reflect the attributes of ugaritic Anat (see part 3,
document 5.b).
73 Seemingly Earth (Ge), the wife mentioned.
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Kronos gave her to be the wife of Dagon. (19) nØhile with him she bore the child
that Ouranos had sown and called him Demarous."

'.After these events, I(ronos surrounded his own dwelling with a wall and
founded the first city, Byblos in Phoenicia. (20) After these things, Kronos sus-
pected his own brother Atlas, and on the advice of Hermes buried him deep in
the earth. At this time the descendants of the Dioskouroi built rafts and ships
and sailed away. They were câst ashore near Mt. Kassios, where they consecrated a

temple. Now, the allies of Elos, that is of Kronos, were called Eloeim, iust as those
who were called after Kronos were the I(ronians. (21) Kronos has a son, Sadidos,
whom he killed with his own steel, as he tegarded him with suspicion. He deprived
him of life, becoming the killer of his own son. Likewise he decapitated his own
daughter, so that all the gods were shocked by Kronos' stâte of mind. (22) Time
had passed when Ouranos, who was in exile, sent his maiden daughtet Astarte
along with two sisters of hers, Rhea and Dione, to kill Kronos through trickery.
But Kronos captured them and made them, who were sisters, his lawful wives.
(23) Slhen Ouranos learned this he marshaled Fate and Season along with other
allies against Kronos, But Kronos appropriated them too and kept them by his
side. Moteover," he says, "the god Ouranos invented baetyls, devising stones
imbued with soul. Kronos had seven daughters with Astarte, the Titanids or
Artemids. (24) And againto him with Rhea he had seven children, the youngest of
whom was worshipped as soon as he was born, r\nd with Dione he had . . . daugh-
ters, and with ,{.starte again he had two sons, Desire and Eros. (25) But Dagon
discovered grain and plough, and was called Zeus Ploughman. One of the Titanids
coupled with Sydyk the so-called Just and gave birth to Asklepios. (26) In addi-
tion, three sons v/ere botn to Kronos in Peraia: Kronos, who had the same name
as his father, Zeus Belos, and Apollo. In that time thete also lived Pontos (Sea),

Typhon,?a and Nereus, the father of Pontos ând son of Belos. Q7) To Pontos was
born Sidon, rrho was the fitst to discover how to sing a hymn on account of the
surpassing beauty of her voice, and Poseidon. To Demarous rilas born Melkathros,
who is also Herakles."Ts

(28) "And then Ouranos again wages war against Pontos and, withdrawing,
allies with Demarous.?6 Demarous attacks Pontos, but Pontos routs him. Dema-
rous vowed to offer a sacrißce for his escape .77 Q9) kt the thirty-second year of his
dominion and reign, Elos, that is Kronos, trapped his father Ouranos in an inland
location and, having him in his power, castrated him in the vicinity of some springs
and rivers. This is where Ouranos was deified and his spiritwas tnished. The blood
of his genitals dripped into the springs and the waters of the rivers. And the place is

7a See the tole of Typhon/Typhoeus in Hesiod's Theogoryt (document 1.5) and the Hlnt to Aþ0/10
(Patt 3, document 9); here the tole of the monstrous divine enemy is taken by Pontos (see later in
this selection).
7s The identification of Herakles with the Phoenician god Melqart (whose name means "city-
king") is well âttested in Gteek and Greco-Phoenician sources.
7ó Ptesumably in the v¡ar against Kronos.
7? See the theme of the sactifice to Zeus Soter ("savior") by Molotchos so that Herakles rvould
retutn safely from his fight with the Nemean lion (Part 3, document 12.c).
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shown to this day. (31) Greatest Astarte and zeus,Dematous and AdodosTs the king
of the.gods, were ruling the land with the consent of I(ronos.,, (. . )

(The textof Philon continue¡ tltroagh Eu:ebius'P.8. 1./0.5t, containing'tbe account o¡f rulers
aftel Krongs, as we// a¡ a ægrztent aboøt cbiltl ucrifæ, altegedþ practiced bjt'the phoenician rulers
in time¡ of crisit, and a ¡ection on tlte wondrous natøre of snakes)

1.9.b. Phoenician Cosmogonies Mentioned by Damaskios

63

This document provides the only textuar source fot phoenician cosmogorries
outside Philon. These accounrs were circulating in Greek in late antiquié þ.*sumably translated from the original phoeniciaã). our source this time is Dam-
askios' the late fifth- to eady sixth-cenrury cE Neopratonic philosopher, whq in
turn, paraphrases or quotes previous âuthors u, .o,r..", fo, pho.oi.ì"n Áythoro-
gy: he refers to Eudemos of Rhodes, the fourth-century BCE writ.. u.rd p'rrpit of
Aristotle, and to Mochos, a legendary phoenician wise figore of ,rncertiin date.In this brief rext, we can see again some of the semiti. ir-.. that appeared in
Philon (chousoron, oulomos) and elements that surface in orphic cosmogony,
such as the cosmic egg. Desire potho$ also seems to have hà a speciar prace
in Phoenician cosmogonies, j"dgltrg by these two sources, which is compatabre
with thg promiûent place of Eros in Hesiodt rheogonlt,sranding âmong tir" fo.rr
primordial elements.

SOURCE: C. López-Ruiz, BN/FGrH7g4F4, Damaskios, Depriøcþiis 125c.

The sidonians, according to the same writer (i.e., Eudemos) set before every-
thingTime, Desire, and Mist, and they say that from the union áf D.ri.. and Mist,
as- dual principles, emerged Air and,Brceze,implying that Air is the unmixed part
of the intelligible, whereas 

lrceze,moving o,r, ãir, (ì.e., of Air), is the vital partern
(ptototype) of the intelligible. And they say that, in turn, from these two an egg v/as
born, corresponding, I think, to the intelligible intellect.

outside of Eudemos, I found the mythorogy of the phoenicians, according to
Mochos, to be as such: at the beginning th.rJ-as Aither and ,{ir, two principres
themselves, from whom oulomos -u. Éo.r,, the intelrigible god, himserf, I think,
the peak of the intelligibre. From him, they say, mating -r,n ri-r.lr, was botn firsr
chousoton, the opener, then an egg; the latter, t think,"they call the i.rt.ttigÈr. i.rt.r-
lect, and the opener chousoron tÈèy call the inteiligibre force, as it -u, th. first to
differentiate undifferentiated nature. unless afrer thãse mo ptinciples the highest is
the one Wind, while the middle are the rwo winds f ,;F,s anjNotor_fo. they make

3ve1 
the¡e somehow precede ouromos. ,A.s for ouromos, he would be the inteligibre

intellect himself, and the opener Chousoros would be the first order after the intel-
ligible, and the egg would b.e.the¡ky; for they say that ouranos (sky) and Ge @arth)were born from the egg as it btoke in twq each one from one of the two harves.

78 These seem. to be epithets or alternative names for Zeus, which appear in Notth-west semiticsources as variations lhvnosthases) of the_storm god: Dm.rn appears in ugaritic texts in paralrelwith Baal Haddrd, rnà ÉÈilo.,'. Ajodos is s.-itiJH"dãaa or Adad, the storm god in the Levant.


